ARMOR PLATE PROTECTION
Now for Everyone in a Sport Backpack!

Broco’s new Rapid Deploy Sport Backpack looks like a standard backpack anyone would carry, except this backpack has two hidden body armor plates — one in the front and a second in the back — for ballistic protection in an emergency.

The Broco Rapid Deploy Sport Backpack is lightweight yet strong. The armor plates are NIJ 0101.06 certified level IIIA and fit discretely in front and back compartments. When needed, just pull the handle of the backpack and slide the front panel over the head.

Order Today!
Call BROCO at 800.845.7259

Designed primarily for civilians, the Broco Rapid Deploy Sport Backpack can also be used by law enforcement and military who need and want more covert protection. A tactical version in black or tan is available with the same armor plate protection and a laser cut or molle system.

Be prepared for any threat, active shooter event, or emergency at school, government buildings, banks, shopping centers, public gatherings, concerts, movie theaters—anywhere.

Available in Blue, Black, Gray & Maroon